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Renal Clearance of Cobalt in Relation to the Use of
Metal-on-Metal Bearings in Hip Arthroplasty

By Joseph Daniel, FRCS, MS(Orth), Hena Ziaee, BSc(Hons), Chandra Pradhan, FRCS, MCh(Orth),
Paul B. Pynsent, PhD, and Derek J.W. McMinn, MD, FRCS

Investigation performed at The McMinn Centre, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Background: A concern regarding the use of metal-on-metal bearings in hip arthroplasty has been that the high levels of
metal ions that are released overwhelm the renal threshold for metal excretion, leading to systemic buildup of metals.
The purpose of this investigation was to determine if the physiological renal capacity for cobalt clearance and cobalt
concentrating efficiency is overwhelmed by the elevation in metal ion levels seen in patients with metal-on-metal-bearing
hip devices.

Methods: Concurrent specimens of urine and plasma were obtained from a group of 461 patients (346 men and 115
women) at various intervals after either a unilateral (296) or a bilateral (130) metal-on-metal hip arthroplasty or preop-
eratively (thirty-five patients; the control specimens). Metal ion analyses were performed with high-resolution inductively
coupled mass spectrometry. Renal efficiency was measured as the ratio of urine cobalt concentration to plasma cobalt
concentration. Cobalt clearance was calculated by dividing the urine cobalt output in twenty-four hours by the plasma
cobalt concentration. Dividing the quotient by 1440 adjusts it to clearance per minute.

Results: The median renal efficiency was found to be 0.9 in the analysis of the preoperative specimens, indicating that
there was renal conservation of cobalt. In patients with metal-on-metal bearings, the median renal efficiency was 3.2,
indicating that, as a result of cobalt excretion, the cobalt concentration in urine was threefold higher than the concen-
tration in plasma. Linear regression analysis showed that renal efficiency progressively increased at a rate of 9% for every
mg/24 hr increase in cobalt release. Cobalt clearance showed a similar trend, increasing from 1.3 mL/min in the
preoperative group to 3.7 mL/min in the follow-up group. In the follow-up group, renal cobalt clearance progressively
increased from 1.9 to 7.1 mL/min with increasing daily cobalt output, which indicates that with increasing in vivo metal
ion release there was a progressive increase in the rate at which the kidneys cleared the plasma of cobalt.

Conclusions: In subjects with no prosthetic device, the kidneys tend to conserve cobalt in the body. We found that, in
patients with a metal-on-metal hip prosthesis, there is a progressive increase in cobalt clearance with increasing in vivo
wear at the levels of cobalt release expected in patients with an array of metal-on-metal-bearing total joint arthroplasties.
We found no threshold beyond which renal capacity to excrete these ions is overwhelmed.

Level of Evidence: Therapeutic Level II. See Instructions to Authors for a complete description of levels of evidence.

H
ip and knee arthroplasties of different types1-3 lead
to elevation of serum metal ion levels, with metal-
on-metal bearings generally resulting in levels that are

higher than those produced by conventional bearings4,5. Renal
excretion is a major route of clearance of excess metal from the
body6. Brodner et al.7 found a very high level of serum cobalt in
a patient with a metal-on-metal total hip arthroplasty and end-
stage renal failure. Hur et al.8 studied five patients who had

undergone total hip arthroplasty with metal-on-metal bearings
in the presence of renal failure. The authors found highly
elevated serum cobalt levels but chromium levels within the
expected range.

Bitsch et al.9 studied urine and serum cobalt and chro-
mium concentrations in one patient with normal renal func-
tion and found no change in either concentration following
high levels of physical activity. Others have observed that

Disclosure: In support of their research for or preparation of this work, one or more of the authors received, in any one year, outside funding or grants in
excess of $10,000 from Smith and Nephew Orthopaedics. In addition, one or more of the authors or a member of his or her immediate family received, in
any one year, payments or other benefits in excess of $10,000 or a commitment or agreement to provide such benefits from a commercial entity (Smith
and Nephew Orthopaedics).
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several factors, including physical activity, hydration, medica-
tions, protein intake, alcohol consumption, and diabetes mellitus,
affect chromium levels10. Malpositioned hip arthroplasty com-
ponents11 and failing or loose components12 generate excessive
metal ion levels. It is possible that, in patients with excessive
metal ion generation, the renal capacity for metal excretion
may be overwhelmed, leading to systemic buildup of metal
above the expected levels. To our knowledge, it has not been
established whether the renal capacity of renal-competent pa-
tients to clear excess metal remains uncompromised through
the entire spectrum of metal levels encountered in clinical
practice or whether the renal capacity becomes overwhelmed
beyond a certain rate of daily metal release.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the rate of
renal clearance of cobalt and the renal concentrating efficiency
with respect to cobalt and to assess whether the renal metal-ion
excretory capacity is overwhelmed at higher rates of in vivo
metal release.

Materials and Methods

We studied metal ion levels in concurrently collected
specimens of urine and plasma from patients who had

been participating in eleven ongoing metal-ion-monitoring
studies from September 2005 to September 2008. Specimens
were collected at various intervals following surgery. A total of
480 specimens were collected during the period, and the entire
data set, consisting of the twelve-hour urine volume, urine
cobalt concentration, and plasma cobalt concentration, was
available for 461 of them. The only criterion for exclusion was
a plasma or urine level below the limit of detection. However,
none of the 461 specimens had to be excluded for this reason.

The 461 patients included 346 men and 115 women; 296
underwent unilateral and 130 underwent bilateral metal-on-
metal hip arthroplasty. Preoperative specimens from thirty-five
patients scheduled for hip arthroplasty were used as controls.
One hundred and sixty-seven patients underwent a unilateral
Birmingham hip resurfacing arthroplasty (BHR; Smith and
Nephew Orthopaedics, Warwick, United Kingdom), 104 pa-
tients underwent a bilateral Birmingham hip resurfacing ar-
throplasty, forty-eight patients underwent a unilateral or
bilateral dysplasia Birmingham hip resurfacing, and twenty
patients underwent a large-diameter metal-on-metal Birmingham

total hip arthroplasty. In addition, sixty-five patients were
treated with the McMinn Hybrid Resurfacing metal-on-metal
device (Corin Medical, Cirencester, United Kingdom), and
twenty-two patients underwent a total hip arthroplasty with
the Metasul metal-on-metal prosthesis (Zimmer, Winterthur,
Switzerland).

The mean age of the patients was sixty years at the time
of specimen collection and fifty-five years at the time of the
index operation. We asked all patients about their medical
history and specifically whether there was any history of renal
or hepatic problems, but we did not perform a renal function
assessment routinely. No patient reported a history of renal
failure. A diversity of specimens was included in the study in
order to ensure a wide range of concentration values and provide
a cross-sectional sample of the various metal-on-metal pros-
theses encountered in clinical practice.

Renal clearance represents the volume of plasma that is
cleared of cobalt per unit of time (milliliters per minute). Renal
efficiency is the ratio of the urine cobalt concentration to the
concurrent plasma cobalt concentration. It represents the ability
of the kidneys to concentrate cobalt in the urine. Although the
daily output of cobalt in urine does not represent the entire
metal burden from the device, it is known to be a good sur-
rogate measure of the relative rate of in vivo metal release in an
individual patient at a specific time, as discussed later. Because
of the large anticipated scatter of data in the cohort, the pa-
tients in the follow-up group were divided into five subgroups
on the basis of their daily cobalt output (<5 mg/day, 5 to
<10 mg/day, 10 to <15 mg/day, 15 to <25 mg/day, and ‡25 mg/day).
The number of patients and the mean age in each subgroup
are shown in Table I.

Twelve-hour urine collections were obtained and were
decanted into urine specimen bottles (Sarstedt, Leicester, United
Kingdom), frozen at –18�C, batched, and sent to the laboratory
for analysis. Specimen collection, storage, and contamination
prevention were performed as detailed in earlier publications1,13.
Blood samples were collected at the end of the twelve-hour
period during which the urine had been collected. In order to
obtain plasma specimens, blood was drawn without contami-
nation into a 6-mL lithium-heparin BD Vacutainer tube (BD
Diagnostics, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey) and centrifuged at
4000 rpm for ten minutes. The plasma layer was then trans-

TABLE I Numbers and Age Distributions of Subjects in the Study

Controls (No
Metal-on-Metal
Arthroplasty)

Patients with Metal-on-Metal Arthroplasty

<5
mg/day*

5 to <10
mg/day*

10 to <15
mg/day*

15 to <25
mg/day*

‡25
mg/day*

No. of specimens 35 78 127 73 75 73

Mean age (range) at time
of specimen collection (yr)

56 (32-71) 60 (37-85) 61 (38-86) 60 (40-74) 61 (24-84) 61 (47-79)

*Daily output of cobalt in urine.
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ferred with a disposable pipette into two microtubes and
stored frozen at –18�C. Metal ion analysis was performed with
high-resolution inductively coupled plasma mass spectrome-
try, with the reporting limits of 0.06 mg/L for both urine and
plasma cobalt concentrations.

Renal clearance of cobalt (in milliliters per minute) was
calculated with the formula:

urine cobalt concentration ðng=mLÞ 3 24-hr volume

plasma cobalt concentration ðng=mLÞ 3 1440

Renal efficiency with respect to cobalt was calculated with the
formula:

urine cobalt concentration ðng=mLÞ
plasma cobalt concentration ðng=mLÞ

Linear regression and box-and-whisker plots were used
to investigate and illustrate relationships between variables.
The grouped variables have skewed distributions and therefore
medians with their interquartile ranges are given as measures
of location and shown as box-and-whisker plots. A p value of
<0.05 with the Mann-Whitney U test and nonoverlapping 95%
confidence intervals on the box plots were used to demonstrate
the significance of differences.

Source of Funding
No external funding source played a role in investigations
performed specifically for this study or in the preparation of
this manuscript. However, we receive institutional research
funding, including funding for metal ion analyses in the dif-

ferent ongoing studies mentioned above, from Smith and
Nephew Orthopaedics.

Results

The distributions of the urine and plasma cobalt concen-
trations and the daily output of cobalt in urine are shown

in Figure 1. The median renal efficiency (the ratio of urine
cobalt concentration to plasma cobalt concentration) was 0.9
(interquartile range, 0.7 to 1.6) in the controls and 3.2 (in-
terquartile range, 1.7 to 5.1) in the follow-up group. This
difference was significant (p < 0.0001). The median renal
clearance of cobalt was 1.3 mL/min (interquartile range, 0.8 to
1.9 mL/min) in the controls and 3.7 mL/min (interquartile
range, 2.1 to 6.1 mL/min) in the follow-up group. This dif-
ference was also significant (p < 0.0001). The effects of age and
the duration from the time of implantation on renal cobalt
clearance and efficiency are shown in Table II.

Figure 2 shows linear regression of renal efficiency on the
daily output of cobalt in urine. The intercept is 2.24 (p < 0.001)
and the slope is 0.09 (p < 0.001)—that is, for every unit in-
crease in cobalt output there is a 0.09 increase in renal effi-
ciency. The high probability of these coefficients is illustrated
by the confidence intervals (dashed lines) about the line.
However, this fit only accounts for 25% of the variance (R2 =
0.254) as can be seen by the wide predictive confidence limits
(dotted lines). It should be noted that this analysis and the one
illustrated in Figure 3 include the controls.

Figure 3 is a plot of linear regression of renal clearance
on the daily output of cobalt in urine. The intercept is 1.44 mL/
min (p < 0.001), and the slope is 0.23 (i.e., a 0.23-mL/min
increase in clearance per unit increase in output) (p < 0.001).
The high probability of these coefficients is illustrated by the
confidence intervals (dashed lines) about the line. This fit ac-
counts for 45% of the variance (R2 = 0.453) as can be seen by
the wide predictive confidence limits (dotted lines).

The differences among the box-and-whisker plots for
the six subgroups are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The results of
this approach clearly show the increase in median efficiency as

Fig. 1

Distributions of the daily output of metal ions and metal ion

concentrations in urine and plasma in the study cohort of 461

patients. The circles represent all data points. The middle line in

the box represents the median. The box represents the inter-

quartile range (values from the lower to upper quartile, 25th to

75th percentiles). The red circles represent extreme outliers, de-

fined as values that are greater than the upper quartile plus three

times the interquartile range. All other data points are blue circles.

TABLE II Regression of Age and Duration from Implantation on

Renal Cobalt Clearance and Efficiency

Coefficient of
Determination R2 Slope

Effect on renal
efficiency of:

Age 0.008973 –0.026

Duration from
implantation

0.005867 –0.05994

Effect on renal
cobalt clearance of:

Age 0.000249 –0.0081

Duration from
implantation

0.004962 –0.1038
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daily cobalt output increased (Fig. 4). The median efficiency in
all of the follow-up subgroups was significantly higher than
that in the controls, as indicated by the box-and-whisker

confidence intervals. The renal efficiency increased from 1.6
in patients with a cobalt output of <5mg/day to 5.1 in those
with an output of ‡25 mg/day (Fig. 4). The renal efficiency in

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Fig. 2 Linear regression of renal efficiency on daily cobalt output. The dashed lines represent the 95% confidence intervals about the regression line. The

dotted lines represent the predictive confidence limits. Fig. 3 Linear regression of renal clearance of cobalt on daily output of cobalt. The dashed lines

represent the 95% confidence intervals about the regression line. The dotted lines represent the predictive confidence limits.

Fig. 4 Fig. 5

Fig. 4 Renal efficiency at different levels of daily output of cobalt in the urine. The number of patients in each group and their mean ages are shown in Table

I. The median efficiency in all follow-up subgroups was significantly higher (asterisk) than that in the controls. The difference between the medians in the

first three groups and those in the latter three groups was also significant (asterisk). The median and the interquartile ranges are shown by the respective

boxes. The whiskers (I-bars) represent the highest and lowest values that are within 1.5 times the interquartile range. The blue circles represent outliers,

defined as values that are greater than the upper quartile plus 1.5 times the interquartile range (whiskers). The red circles represent extreme outliers,

defined as values that are greater than the upper quartile plus three times the interquartile range. Fig. 5 Renal cobalt clearance at different levels of daily

output of cobalt in the urine. The number of patients in each group and their mean ages are shown in Table I. The median clearance in all follow-up

subgroups was significantly higher than that in the controls. The difference between the median in each group and that in its preceding group was also

significant, except for the difference between the two groups with the highest output (15 to <25 mg/24 hr and ‡25 mg/24 hr). UV/P = urine cobalt output in

twenty-four hours divided by plasma cobalt concentration. The median and the interquartile ranges are shown by the respective boxes. The whiskers

(I-bars) represent the highest and lowest values that are within 1.5 times the interquartile range. The blue diamonds represent outliers, defined as values

that are greater than the upper quartile plus 1.5 times the interquartile range (whiskers). The red diamonds represent extreme outliers, defined as values

that are greater than the upper quartile plus three times the interquartile range.
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each of the three groups with the highest daily cobalt output
(‡10 mg/day) was significantly higher than that in each of
the lower-output groups (p = 0.01).

The renal clearance of cobalt (Fig. 5) also had an in-
creasing trend with increasing cobalt output, reaching a me-
dian of 7.1 mL/min in patients with a daily cobalt output of
‡25 mg/day compared with a median of 1.3 mL/min in the
controls (in whom the average daily cobalt output was 0.4 mg/
day). The median cobalt clearance in all of the follow-up
subgroups was significantly higher than that in the controls.
Furthermore, the median cobalt clearance in each of the
follow-up groups (except for the two with the highest output)
was significantly higher than that in the preceding group.

The renal efficiency and cobalt clearance in the 10% of
the specimens with the highest cobalt outputs are of particular
interest. The median cobalt output in this group was 46 mg/
day, and the median clearance and efficiency were 8.1 mL/min
and 11.6, respectively. The renal cobalt clearance and efficiency
in these patients with the highest turnover of metal ions were
not lower than those in the rest of the group.

Discussion

The plasma and urine cobalt concentrations in this study
compare well with those in other reported studies2,4,11-16 of

patients with metal-on-metal hip resurfacing or replacement.
In the process of maintaining internal homeostasis, the kidneys
conserve essential substances such as glucose and amino acids
and clear unwanted products including urea, creatinine, and
excess metal ions from the circulation. Thus, the renal effects on
these two types of substances mirror each other. The concept
of a renal threshold was originally proposed with reference
to glucose because well-functioning kidneys have a fixed limit
to glucose conservation17. It is not known if there is a similar
threshold for metal ion clearance. The questions addressed here
are whether there is a fixed limit to renal cobalt clearance and
whether higher rates of metal ion release from metal-on-metal
hip devices result in progressively lower renal efficiency and a
cumulative buildup of metal in the blood, as seen in patients
with renal failure.

All modern metal-on-metal-bearing prostheses of which
we are aware are manufactured from a cobalt-chromium alloy
composed of cobalt (;65%), chromium (25% to 30%), mo-
lybdenum (6% to 8%), and trace amounts of other elements.
Daily output of cobalt in the urine is a good surrogate marker
of device wear for several reasons. First, cobalt is the most
abundant metal in the alloy. Second, because it is more soluble
than chromium, it readily enters the systemic circulation and is
not sequestered in the local tissues to the extent that chromium
is18. Furthermore, animal experiments have suggested that 85%
of injected cobalt is recoverable in the urine within twenty-
four hours6 and 95% is recoverable within three days, resulting
in a rapid and predictable excretion of cobalt following in vivo
release. In comparison, only 44% of chromium is recoverable
in the urine within three days6, which makes either chromium
or a combination of cobalt and chromium less suitable as a
measure of real-time in vivo wear. Cobalt is also a good marker

of renal efficiency. It has been shown that, after metal-on-
metal total hip arthroplasty, the blood cobalt levels in patients
with renal failure are increased nearly 100-fold as compared
with those in patients with normal renal function7,8. Par-
adoxically, there is not a similar elevation in the chromium
level8. The content levels of molybdenum and nickel are low in
prosthetic alloys, rendering them unsuitable as markers even
though they are also rapidly eliminated in the urine.

In the control specimens, the median ratio between the
urine and plasma levels of cobalt (renal efficiency) was 0.9,
indicating that there is renal conservation of cobalt. The urine
from the controls was dilute, in terms of cobalt concentration,
compared with the plasma. The median efficiency in the pa-
tients with metal-on-metal bearings was 3.2, indicating that
the kidneys are able to concentrate cobalt in urine against a
gradient. If the renal threshold was being breached at higher
levels, then the efficiency should have progressively decreased
with higher levels of metal release from the device. The evi-
dence in this study shows a contrary effect, with a trend toward
renal efficiency increasing with higher levels of cobalt output.

A similar result was seen with regard to the renal clear-
ance of cobalt. There was a highly significant, 2.8-fold increase
in cobalt clearance in patients with metal-on-metal bearings
(3.7 mL/min) as compared with that in patients without
a metal-on-metal prosthesis (1.3 mL/min). Furthermore,
analysis of the different subgroups of patients with metal-on-
metal bearings showed renal clearance to have an increasing
trend at higher outputs, with the subgroup with the highest
cobalt output having a fivefold increase in cobalt clearance
compared with that of the controls.

Brodner et al.7 and Hur et al.8 reported that patients with
a metal-on-metal total hip prosthesis and renal failure had
100-fold elevations of serum cobalt levels compared with the
levels in patients with similar prostheses but normal renal
function. Thus, in the event of failure of effective renal clearance,
there is a progressive cumulative buildup of metal ion levels in the
blood. We studied renal cobalt clearance and efficiency only in
patients with no history of renal dysfunction, and such a cu-
mulative buildup was not seen in these patients, even in the
presence of elevated cobalt release. Since we did not study sub-
jects with a known history of renal failure, our results and
findings do not apply to such patients and we do not advocate the
use of metal-on-metal bearings in them.

The data in this study revealed that renal cobalt clearance
and efficiency progressively increase at higher levels of in vivo
cobalt release, demonstrating that, at the levels of cobalt release
expected in patients treated with an array of metal-on-metal-
bearing arthroplasties, there is no threshold beyond which the
renal capacity for excretion of these ions is overwhelmed. n

Joseph Daniel, FRCS, MS(Orth)
Hena Ziaee, BSc(Hons)
Chandra Pradhan, FRCS, MCh(Orth)
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